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The purpose of this presentation

Parents must be kept informed and consulted with on how schools deliver RSE. This presentation is 
designed to help your school communicate to your parents. It could for example be delivered as party of a 
parents evening.

It is a presentation that is designed for you to adapt but we hope it gets you much of the way there. 

Here are the main aims of this presentation: 

1. Help parents understand what RSHE is and what the law says about how it needs to be taught. 

2. Communicate to parents the approach we take at your school

3. Help parents understand the role they can play in their child’s education related to RSE

4. Help parents understand their legal rights



Agenda 

1. Glossary of terms
2. Why this subject matters
3. Statutory requirements 
4. Life Lessons’ curriculum 
5. Age appropriateness - the evidence 
6. Supporting your child (recommendations for parents) 
7. Life Lessons - credibility 
8. Life Lessons - approach 
9. Optional activity - what parents hope for their child's education in this 

subject
10. Support for parents moving forward 
11. Withdrawing your child from sex education



Glossary of terms

Word or acronym Definition

RSE Relationships and sex education

RSHE Relationships, sex and health education

Statutory requirement Compulsory under law

SEND Special Educational Needs and Disabilities  

PSHE / Personal 
development

Personal Social Health Education 

Ofsted The government Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills. They inspect services 
providing education and skills for learners of all ages.

DfE Department for Education

Relationships sex and health education can have an overwhelming amount of jargon and acronyms. Here are some of the 
key terms that could be useful to share with parents at the start of a talk.



Glossary of terms continued

Word or acronym Definition

Neurodivergence A term used to describe brains that work in different ways to the predominant neurotype.  Examples include 
ADHD, Autism, Dyslexia, DCD/Dyspraxia. 

PSHE Association The industry body for the teaching of RSE in schools and who directly translated the government's statutory 

requirements for schools to follow,

Spiral curriculum Teaching and returning to a topic in increasing detail and complexity matched to the needs and maturity of a 
year group

Relationships sex and health education can have an overwhelming amount of jargon and acronyms. Here are some of the 
key terms that could be useful to share with parents at the start of a talk.



Why RSHE matters in schools
PSHE and RSHE didn’t used to be prioritised so much in schools. It likely wasn’t when you, the parents in the room, went 
to school. Now young people have access to more information and risk at a younger age. Below are the main reasons why 
RSHE is a statutory requirement and is prioritised in this school.

Develop life skills and knowledge 
● Communication/oracy and listening
● Healthy relationships
● Resilience
● Look after your physical and mental health
● Critical thinking to make good choices

Safety
● Preventative
● Staying safe in school, online, in the world
● Reporting concerns

A safe space to talk
● Counter negative influence 

Incl. the web
● Consider alternative 

viewpoints

School culture and behaviour
● Respect others and treat 

them well
● We talk about things



Statutory requirements in secondary 
education 

● From 2020, Relationships and sex Education 
became compulsory in all secondary schools

● Following consultations with parents, young 
people and professionals, the Dept for 
Education published statutory guidance for 
Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex 
Education and Health Education.

● A new focus in the requirements was on 
supporting young people to have healthy and 
consensual relationships (previously, only sex 
education was compulsory and was covered 
mainly in Science). 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1090195/Relationships_Education_RSE_and_Health_Education.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1090195/Relationships_Education_RSE_and_Health_Education.pdf


Statutory requirements in secondary education 

Curriculum 
focus

A legal requirement Optional but recommended

Relationships 
and Sex 
Education (RSE)

All schools providing secondary 
education years 7-11, including:
● All through schools including academies 

and free schools
● Middle schools
● Independent schools 
● Alternative provisions and pupil referral 

units (PRUs)
● Non-maintained/ maintained special 

schools

The statutory requirements do not apply to 
sixth form colleges, 16-19 academies or Further 
Education (FE) colleges, although we would 
encourage them to support students by offering 
these subjects. 

Health 
Education

All maintained schools including:
● Schools with a sixth form
● Academies
● Free schools 
● Non-maintained special schools
● Alternative provisions and pupil referral 

units (PRUs)

The statutory requirement to provide Health 
Education does not apply to independent 
schools – PSHE is already compulsory as 
independent schools must meet the Independent 
School Standards as set out in the Education 
(Independent School Standards) Regulations 2014. 

Who does the guidance apply to?



6 key areas schools have to focus on:

Policy 
All schools much have in place a 
written policy for RSE detailing how 
the subject is accessible for all pupils 
and with an acknowledgement that 
pupils with SEND (Special Educational 
Needs and Disabilities) are more 
vulnerable to exploitation and 
bullying. 

Right to be excused 
from sex education 
Parents will have the right to request 
that their child be withdrawn from 
some of all of sex education 
delivered as part of statutory RSE.

RSE curriculum 
The aim of RSE is to give young 
people the information to develop 
healthy, nurturing relationships of all 
kinds, not just intimate relationships.  
Full details of topics can be found 
here in the DfE’s published statutory 
guidance. 

Safeguarding
There should always be a  focus on 
keeping children safe and a 
connection between safeguarding 
and RSE as the school plays a part in 
preventative education. 

A whole-school 
approach
All of these subjects should be set in 
the context of a wider whole-school 
approach to supporting students to 
be safe, happy and prepared for life 
beyond school. 

Support for parents/ 
carers
Schools should communicate how 
RSHE will be taught as well as 
informing parents/carers about their 
rights to withdraw. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1090195/Relationships_Education_RSE_and_Health_Education.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1090195/Relationships_Education_RSE_and_Health_Education.pdf


What’s included

Menstruation

Physical and mental 
well-being 

Respectful 
relationships, including 

friendships

Online and mediaBeing safe

The law in relation to 
RSE topics

Intimate and sexual 
relationships, including 

sexual health

Families



Specifics - By the end of secondary school, pupils should know:

Families ● about different types of committed, stable relationships
● how these relationships might contribute to human happiness and their importance for bringing 

up children.
● about marriage and long-term relationships  including legal rights
● the roles and responsibilities of parents with respect to raising of children
● how to seek help and support others in unsafe relationships

Respectful 
relationships, 
including 
friendships

● the characteristics of positive and healthy friendships (including online) 
● how stereotypes are damaging and the legal rights and responsibilities regarding equality
● how to show respect towards others and show tolerance of other people’s beliefs.
● about types of bullying, the impact of bullying, responsibilities of bystanders to report bullying 

and how and where to get help.
● criminal behaviour within relationships including violence and coercive control.
● sexual harassment and sexual violence and why these are always unacceptable.

Being safe ● the concepts of, and laws relating to, sexual consent, sexual exploitation, abuse, grooming, 
coercion, harassment, rape, domestic abuse, forced marriage, honour-based violence and fgm, 
and how these can affect current and future relationships

● how people can actively communicate and recognise consent from others, including sexual 
consent, and how and when consent can be withdrawn (in all contexts, including online).



Online and 
media

● their rights, responsibilities and opportunities online
● about online risks, including the sharing of materials 
● what to do and where to get support for any issues
● the impact of viewing harmful content specifically
● sexually explicit material and its impact on future relationships 
● criminal behaviour related to indecent images
● how information is collected, shared and used online

Intimate and 
sexual 
relationships, 
including 
sexual health

● how to recognise the characteristics and positive aspects of healthy intimate relationships, 
● that all aspects of health can be affected by choices they make in sex and relationships
● the facts about reproductive health, including fertility and menopause
● that there are a range of strategies for identifying and managing sexual pressure
● that they have a choice to delay sex or to enjoy intimacy without sex.
● the facts about the full range of contraceptive choices, efficacy and options available.
● the facts and choices around pregnancy including miscarriage, adoption and abortion
● how the different sexually transmitted infections (STIs), including HIV/AIDs, are transmitted, how 

risk can be reduced through safer sex and the importance of and facts about testing
● how the use of alcohol and drugs can lead to risky sexual behaviour
● how to get further advice, including how and where to access confidential sexual and 

reproductive health advice and treatment

Specifics - By the end of secondary school, pupils should know:



The law Pupils should be made aware of the relevant legal provisions when relevant topics are being taught, 
including for example:
● marriage
● consent, including the age of consent
● violence against women and girls
● online behaviours including image and 

information sharing (incl. nudes and sexting)
● pornography
● abortion
● sexuality and gender identity

Physical and 
mental well-
being 

● the information they need to make good decisions about their own health and wellbeing. 
● how to seek support as early as possible from appropriate sources.
● about  self-control and self-regulation 
● about the stigma attached to health issues, especially mental health 

Menstruation ● key facts about the menstrual cycle including what an average period is, about a range of 
menstrual products and the implications for emotional and physical health 

● substance misuse
● violence and exploitation by gangs
● extremism/radicalisation
● criminal exploitation (for example, through 

gang involvement or ‘county lines’ drugs 
operations), 

● hate crime 
● female genital mutilation (FGM).

Specifics - By the end of secondary school, pupils should know:



DfE guidance for different faiths

In all schools, when teaching these subjects, the religious background of all pupils must be taken 
into account when planning teaching, so that the topics that are included in the core content in this 
guidance are appropriately handled. Schools must ensure they comply with the relevant provisions 
of the Equality Act 2010, under which religion or belief are amongst the protected characteristics.

In making learning appropriate to the faith of 

pupils, the guiding principle should be that 

teaching is responsive to their lived 

experiences, and so can reflect the religious 

and cultural background of pupils, for example 

in the choices of resources and tailoring the 

curriculum to meet pupil needs. The difference 

between fact and opinion must always be made 

clear to pupils and information about the law and 

legal rights included throughout RSE.  

All schools may teach about faith 
perspectives. In particular, schools with 
a religious character may teach the 
distinctive faith perspective on 
relationships, and balanced debate
may take place about issues that are 
seen as contentious. For example, the 
school may wish to reflect on faith 
teachings about certain topics as well 
as how their faith institutions may 
support people in matters of 
relationships and sex.



DfE guidance for SEND pupils
Relationships Education, RSE and Health Education must be accessible for all pupils. This is 
particularly important when planning teaching for pupils with special educational needs and 
disabilities who represent a large minority of pupils. 

High quality teaching that is differentiated and personalised will be the starting point to 
ensure accessibility. Schools should also be mindful of the preparing for adulthood outcomes, 
as set out in the SEND code of practice, when teaching these subjects to those with SEND.

Schools should be aware that some 
pupils are more vulnerable to 
exploitation, bullying and other issues 
due to the nature of their SEND. 
Relationships Education and RSE can 
also be particularly important subjects 
for some pupils; for example those with 
Social, Emotional and Mental Health 
needs or learning disabilities. 

In special schools and for some SEND 
pupils in mainstream schools there may 
be a need to tailor content and teaching 
to meet the specific needs of pupils at 
different developmental stages. Schools 
should ensure that their teaching is 
sensitive, age-appropriate, 
developmentally appropriate and 
delivered with reference to the law.



Year 7 EPR Curriculum  

Year 8 EPR Curriculum

Year 9 EPR Curriculum

Year 10 EPR Curriculum

Year 11 EPR Curriculum

https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_7_Curriculum/Year_7_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://chssouth.org.uk/curriculum/year-8-curriculum
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_8_Curriculum/Year_8_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_7_Curriculum/Year_7_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_8_Curriculum/Year_8_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://chssouth.org.uk/curriculum/year-8-curriculum
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_9_Curriculum/Year_9_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_7_Curriculum/Year_7_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_9_Curriculum/Year_9_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://chssouth.org.uk/curriculum/year-10-curriculum
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_10_Curriculum/Year_10_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_7_Curriculum/Year_7_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_10_Curriculum/Year_10_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://chssouth.org.uk/curriculum/year-10-curriculum
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_11_Curriculum/Year_11_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_7_Curriculum/Year_7_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf
https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/Year_11_Curriculum/Year_11_EPR_Framework_for_Learning_2023-24.pdf


Age appropriateness

Schools must be sensitive to teach topics at a time that will most benefit the safety and development of 
the child. The maturity and development of children varies hugely and this is influenced many factors 
including: 

● A child’s homelife - language and openness modeled by parents/carers 

● The influence of other people including friends and older siblings 

● Access to technology and the world of adult focussed content it opens up

● Neurodivergence



A schools approach to ‘age appropriateness’

We use a combination of the following inputs to develop and deliver our curriculum:

1. National statistics and evidence - for example recommendations published by the PSHE Association 
or by national charities such as the NSPCC

2. We use a spiral curriculum format - this means themes are revisited throughout a child’s time in 
secondary education, each time revisiting the topic in an age appropriate way.

3. An awareness of the community students are growing up within including police data
4. Surveys to students and parents
5. Our understanding of pupil maturity based upon their behaviour, language and prevalence of 

safeguarding concerns raised in schools
6. Two classes within the same year group could in theory receive different lessons based upon a 

judgment of maturity and need.
7. There is potential for us to deliver interventions with a pupil(s) who needs education on a specific 

topic without a whole class receiving that lesson. 
8. Feedback from parents!



An example of ‘age appropriateness’ decision making - Pornography

National statistics:

The average age at which children first view pornography is now 13 years old.

(The Children's Commissioner report 2023)

● The report findings, based upon a survey of over a thousand 16-21-year-olds and focus groups with 

teenagers, also showed substantial proportions of young people had seen pornography viewed it at a 

much younger age than 13 – 27% by age 11 and 10% by the age of 9.

● Young people spoke about the unbearable pressure to view hardcore pornography even if they do not 

want to, much of which depicts degrading acts and violence against women

In response to this report, the PSHE Association have recommended in strong terms that pornography should be 

taught before year 11 and that this topic should be revisited as part of a spiral curriculum of study throughout 

secondary education.

Our school RSHE resource partner Life Lessons recommend that pornography is introduced as a topic in year 8. 

However schools can teach the subject sooner or later than year 8 based upon their understanding of the 

maturity, attitudes, prevalence of sexualised language and behavior and how active students are on digital 

media.

https://t.sidekickopen01-eu1.com/Ctc/DO+23284/d30bvy04/Jll2-6q7W7Y8-PT6lZ3phW5nGYgM4PvzX6W1wpbfT42Q6d1W602t4N6_x86dW2WHSKh5jlbQKN2GcGxqCz304VfT6wj8mTTXDW2NvkGt5GkmVkW5-JwCS7dPmwzW5-390x1W2DDQW6fYHJS8yMRqjW3x7L0088tj10W7378-s3XP3h_N6xj9PkyHvDsW5syqrt4djlH6W6jQFtK1999PLW42djdd7RtQZYW6NMVB785nDl9W8dNGBF66yCF9W4bF9Jc7Q927cN2ydT5Vr6Kl0MTtq9RYh3DZN1xwMQfMsSPLW9g6tGC4cmd33W8GmQ5X2tvd3NW6sNkQb8-jn5bV4fD8h5wyF-vf48PFTn04


Introduction to 
Life Lessons



Why we have partnered with Life Lessons 

● Life Lessons take an evidence based approach, using best practice recommended by the 
government endorsed PSHE Association to create their lesson materials.

● Unlike other providers, Life Lessons update their materials ongoing so their lessons reflect 
what’s going on in the world and in the lives of young people.

● Life Lessons materials are 100% flexible. So what we teach, to who and when is all in our 
control as a school and parent community.

● Life Lessons support our whole school approach with materials designed for use to deliver 
the curriculum but also to reinforce important themes elsewhere in form times and 
assemblies.

● Life Lessons do not have any ‘agenda’ with their materials other than believing that topics that 
affect a young person’s life now, and in the near future need to be talked about. Their 
materials, in particular their videos, make discussion much easier as they model the 
conversation in the classroom. 

● Our teachers benefit from ongoing training and support from the Life Lessons team



Discussion
based

Inclusive
Connects directly 

with lives of 
young people

The Life Lessons approach

Life Lessons’ approach to teaching RSHE and healthy school culture follows 3 simple principles



Life Lessons put young people at the heart of 
relationships, sex and health education

Across 3 Seasons, Life Lessons have filmed 62 young people aged 14-25 from all over the UK, 
representing different sexualities, cultural and faith backgrounds.

Schools access 320 peer-led videos, embedded into lessons that model the discussion to 
students in the classroom

How you start a conversation 
with their parent/guardian about 
your mental health?

How does your faith or cultural 
background-influence your 
relationship decisions?

Thinking about diversity and 
equality, what kind of society 
would you like to live in?

Click to view

https://vimeo.com/741948848/5755ebd592
https://vimeo.com/741941878/0fc7d976ff
https://vimeo.com/741945741/1c57faed5b


Life Lessons brings the best experts into schools in a 
cost effective way

How can we expect a non-specialist teacher to be an expert on FGM, gangs, 
diversity and inclusion or STIs? We shouldn’t expect this - Life Lessons bring the 

experts to schools in a sustainable way. Schools access 210 expert videos, 
embedded into lessons that model the expert view to the classroom

How can you challenge a friend 
who makes a sexist joke. Why is 
it important?

How to treat others respectfully 
and without bias

What does the law say about 
consent? What does it look like 
in reality?

Click to view

https://vimeo.com/746539043/c983604888
https://vimeo.com/746550018/ef593a2c3a
https://vimeo.com/742862008/f2a1f846cc


How the Life Lessons approach supports your 
child’s RSHE education 

We support students to: 

● Be safer in school, out of school and online
● Develop the knowledge and skills to look 

after themselves in the world
● Respect others in the community and in 

wider society
● Have healthy attitudes to relationships of all 

kinds
● Read between the lines of what they see 

online

Your child will develop skills useful 
for a successful life:

● Critical thinking to support good 
decision making

● The vocabulary and confidence 
to talk about matters that affect 
them now and their lives ongoing

● Reflection skills
● Active listening 



How parents can 
help



How to support your child in their RSE journey
*our recommendations*

● Celebrate individual differences to promote a greater sense of belonging for 
everyone in society 

● Talk openly with your child to model confidence in discussing tricky topics

● Listen to your child without judgement 

● Engage with the school’s parent consultations about RSE topics 

● Stay up to date with what is being taught and when so you can follow up on these 
topics at home 

● Ask for support if you need it - you are not expected to know everything!



Online safety 
● Support your child to be safe online by 

monitoring their device usage. There are free 

courses available via National Online Safety

on how to do this.

● Be aware of social media age restrictions. 

Guidance available at Internet Matters. 

● Find support on the NSPCC website related 

to social media use and staying safe online.

● Specific advice available around the use of 

tablets, smart TVs, games consoles and 

smart speakers at UK Safer Internet Centre. 

Useful resources for parents 

Communicating with your child
● The BBC parent toolkit has a wealth of 

resources including how to speak to your 

child about mental health and support in 

talking to them about LGBTQ+

● David Chambers’ (a masculinity and 

relationships coach) video on understanding 

and communicating emotions 

● Find support around alcohol and drugs,

racism, mental health, and how to speak to 

your child about difficult topics on the 

NSPCC website.

https://nationalonlinesafety.com/courses/online-safety-klass-for-parents-and-carers-ages-7-11
https://nationalonlinesafety.com/courses/online-safety-klass-for-parents-and-carers-ages-7-11
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/social-media-advice-hub/?gad=1&gclid=CjwKCAjwxOymBhAFEiwAnodBLLwdAJEsEjkljnw8Id6Mtley5WQOqXdLbIUDeVR8Yree_FMRDdl8qhoC5j0QAvD_BwE
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/social-media/
https://saferinternet.org.uk/guide-and-resource/parents-and-carers
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/parents
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zqv3sk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zqv3sk7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/z6r8qyc#z6876rd
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/746543544/f45c721e28
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/746543544/f45c721e28
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/


How to get a balanced view online

https://vimeo.com/794802336/a1202c67a3?share=copy

https://vimeo.com/794802336/a1202c67a3?share=copy
https://vimeo.com/794802336/a1202c67a3?share=copy


Your right to withdraw 
Right to be excused from sex education (commonly referred to as the right to withdraw)
Q: Do I have a right to withdraw my child from Relationships and Sex Education?

The process and discussion
Head teachers should discuss with
parents the benefits of receiving this
important education and any
detrimental effects that withdrawal
might have on the child. This could
include any social and emotional
effects of being excluded, as well as the
likelihood of the child hearing their
peers’ version of what was said in the
classes, rather than what was directly
said by the teacher (although the
detrimental effects may be mitigated if
the parents propose to deliver sex
education to their child at home
instead).

Schools will want to document this
process to ensure a record is kept.

Entitlement to withdraw
● Parents have the right to request that their child be withdrawn 

from some or all of ‘sex education’ delivered as part of broader 
statutory RSE.

● The precise definition of sex education, and what is included, is 
determined by the school. 

● Parents cannot withdraw their child from lessons on sexual 
reproduction and body development. Effectively biological 
content that could be taught within the science curriculum. 

The school’s responsibility 
● The school should respect the parents’ request to withdraw the 

child, up to and until three terms before the child turns 16. 
● After the age of 16, if the child wishes to receive sex education 

rather than be withdrawn, the school should make 
arrangements to provide the child with sex education during 
one of those terms.

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1090195/Relationships_Education_RSE_and_Health_Education.pdf


What are your hopes and fears for your child’s education in RSHE?

➢ If my child learns this.... 

➢ If my child doesn't learn this...

➢ I would hope that my child learns…

➢ I think it’s important that…

➢ I have concerns about… because…

Optional activity for parents 



Ongoing support
● Click HERE to view our RSHE policy 

● If you have any questions about the topics your child is learning, please contact 
the members of staff below

Mr Heera Singh

Assistant Head Teacher –
Personal Development

Ms Sue Burke

Deputy Head Teacher – Personal 
Development

https://files.schudio.com/chs-south/files/documents/Curriculum/PSHE_and_Life_Skills/CHS_South_Relationships_Sex_Education_Policy_January_2022.pdf
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